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Layla's sophisticated style is achieved 
through the use of simple linear forms.  
Combining geometric design with 
ergonomic comfort, Layla is a stunning 
addition to any lounge or reception area.  

Layla is available as an armchair,  
two-seater, three-seater or generous 
four-seater sofa. Layla is also available in 
a selection of modular units which can be 
combined to create various configurations.

Layla is detailed by a striking stitch detail 
which defines the back. The clean lines 
are complemented by two base options; 
a chromed steel tubular frame base, or 
individual polished aluminium legs.
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The four-seater sofa option with a tubular 
frame base, and the 650mm x 1400mm 
coffee table with a black glass top.



The Layla range is available with  
full power and data capability as an 
optional extra.

The above image also features the Flamingo  

laptop table.

layla with power and data

The Layla range is also available as  
a continuous bench configuration 
making it the ideal reception or  
breakout collection.

The above image also features the Flamingo  

laptop table.

layla benching



layla landscape





layla landscape 
units

 Layla landscape featuring chrome frame detail  Layla landscape featuring polished leg detail
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Each Layla Landscape unit incorporates 
a sequence of magnets which enable 
the modules to join easily and align 
neatly together.
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layla coffee tables

Layla is available as an arm chair, 2-seater, 3-seater and 
4-seater sofa. The Layla Landscape offers a range of modular 
units including; a corner unit, right hand unit, left hand unit, 
chair, sofa, single bench and double bench.  All options are 
available with either a chromed steel tubular frame or polished 
aluminium legs.

The Layla range can be further enhanced by a selection of 
complementary coffee tables. The coffee tables are available 
with either a square or rectangular glass top which can be 
provided in clear, sandblasted or a coloured finish. The coffee 
table range has a chromed steel tubular frame.
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